Attention Legislators,

My name is Enrico Altobelli, I’m a father and husband. It has come to light in the last two years that we as human beings have lost all critical thinking and decency. March 2020 was never in the play book, the world reacted as it thought it should. Keep yourself and family safe with lockdowns, emergency powers and orders, and mandates. It is now February 2022 and here we are in The Constitution State deciding whether to extend emergency powers (solely to keep Covid funding) and continue the mask mandates.

These two issues shouldn’t even be at this point. We are two years in this pandemic but we have data, research, and studies on Covid 19. We are not in an emergency state anymore. Yes, Omicron was out of no where and everyone caught it. However, this was not the deadly strain we are familiar with. Masks and mandates did not stop it. They did however destroy main business’s, employment, and lives. Time to move on now! Stop the mandates, the people that elected you are requesting to remove all mandates from vaccine requirements to masking.

I’m one person, but I speak for most people I know. I request you to vote NO on emergency powers and No to any type of mask mandate at all levels of government, municipality, and school boards.

Sincerely,
Enrico Altobelli